Page 57: The Charm Necklace. "That mystery is resolved in Escape From New York, page 57." Escape from New York starts on page 57 but to clarify, the answer appears on page 59 under the heading "The Flooded Tunnels."

Add this to the list of items on Big Sis’ charm necklace:
- The broken tip of a pin of some kind, made of solid iron. Close inspection bears the words "ThyssenKrupp" stamped into it. The remains of the pen are about 2” long and the diameter of a pencil. It ends with a curious array of dots and wedges, as if it might fit into something. Should someone manage to get to a working computer, or make a Knowledge (History) roll at –6, she recalls ThyssenKrupp as a German steelmaker active during World War II.

Page 63: "DIE BIESTE" should be "DIE BESTIE."

Page 69: Change "Event 1: Judged!" to "Prelude: Judged!" and "Event 2: Good for Business" to "Event 1: Good for Business."

Pages 82-83: The Buzzard’s and his thugs’ Flight power should have Climb 2.

Pages 86-87, 93-95: Change k’tharen and v’sori pulse weapons to match stats in the beginning of the book and all fusion grenade damage from 3d8 to 3d10.

Page 93: For the v’sori Battle Master, change Knowledge (Tactics) to Knowledge (Battle).